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Improving the dentist patients Relationship & Reflection on clinical practice

Background:
Previous research & studies on relationship between doctor & patient is showing that there is strong 
bond between both of them. Some studies showing that patients are different types like PASSIVE-
DEPENDENT,INDEPENDENT-SKEPTICAL,INTELLECTUAL-RESEARCHER,EXPEDIENT-
FLEXIBLE,OPEN MINDED-EXPLORING. The relationship between patient and doctor has been 
analyzed since the early 1900's. Prior to when medicine was more science than art, physicians worked 
to refine their bedside manner, as cures were often impossible and treatment had limited effect. In the 
middle of the century when science and technology emerged, interpersonal aspects of health care were 
overshadowed. There is now a renewed interest in medicine as a social process. A doctor can do as much 
harm to a patient with the slip of a word as with the slip of a knife.   But in the modern era of technology 
& advancement patient`s behaviour changes day by day. This is my own study more then 20000+ patients 
& in various oral and dental check up camps. there is new category called CHALLENGING patients. 
There is also very strong bond between patients and our daily clinical practice success growth. It does not 
depends on patient`s behaviour. it depends upon Dentist`s behaviour. By putting some important tips into 
our daily clinical practice we will make to our practice perfect and top rated. There are so many basic things 
like how to talk, how to manage common dental emergencies, how to handle medical & neurological 
compromised patient. how to make final treatment decision for challenging patients. Some basic & small 
things which we are ignore in our daily practice but that small things have great importance. In addition to 
the processes by which patient–doctor relationships are developed and maintained, the studies suggested 
that depth of relationship, as a product of longitudinal care and consultation experiences, was important. 
This encompassed four main elements: knowledge, trust, loyalty, and regard. These elements reflect 
patients' enduring views about their relationship with the doctor outside of consultations. They appear to 
be the ongoing product of the dynamic aspects of the relationship. Nowadays, in some places, practices 
like corruption in the health management industry, inequity in healthcare delivery, and mushrooming 
of health insurance have altered the relationship between the doctor and the patient. Overcoming these 
factors will help to restore this decaying relationship.   We have outlined briefly the fundamentals of the 
doctor–patient relationship, some features of the health care system found particularly in managed care 
settings that affect it, and approaches for protecting and sustaining the doctor–patient relationship in these 
settings. These are aimed at physicians and plans, but should be of interest to policy makers, other health 
care administrators, and consumer groups. In change there is opportunity. Our current opportunity is to 
examine the doctor–patient relationship, the context in which that relationship operates, and in particular, 
the influence of changes in the financing and organization of health care. The doctor–patient relationship 
deserves our serious attention and protection during these dangerous times
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